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**Abstract**
Mobile advertisements influence customers’ in-store purchases and boost in-store sales for brick-and-mortar retailers. Targeting mobile ads has become significantly important to compete with online shopping. The key to enabling targeted mobile advertisement and service is to learn shoppers’ interest during their stay in the store. Precise shopper tracking and identification are essential to gain the insights. However, existing sensor-based or vision-based solutions are neither practical nor accurate; no commercial solutions today can be readily deployed in a large store. On the other hand, we recognize that most retail stores have the installation of surveillance cameras, and most shoppers carry Bluetooth-enabled smartphones. Thus, in this paper, we propose TAR to learn shoppers’ in-store interest via accurate multi-camera people tracking and identification. TAR leverages widespread camera deployment and Bluetooth proximity information to accurately track and identify shoppers in the store. TAR is composed of four novel design components: (1) a deep neural network (DNN) based visual tracking, (2) a user trajectory estimation by using shopper visual and BLE proximity trace, (3) an identity matching and assignment to recognize shopper’s identity, and (4) a cross-camera calibration algorithm. TAR carefully combines these components to track and identify shoppers in real-time. TAR achieves 90% accuracy in two different real-life deployments, which is 20% better than the state-of-the-art solution.
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1 **INTRODUCTION**
Digital interactions influence 49% of in-store purchases, and over half of them take place on mobile devices [12]. With this growing trend, brick-and-mortar retailers have been evolving their campaigns to effectively reach people with mobile devices, showcase products, and ultimately, influence their in-store purchase. Among them, sending targeted advertisements (ads) to user’s mobile devices has emerged as a frontrunner [30].

To send well-targeted information to the shopper, the retailers (and advertisers) should correctly understand customers’ interest. The key to learning the customer’s interest is to accurately track and recognize the customer during her stay in the store. Therefore, the retailers need a practical system for shopper tracking and identification with real-time performance and high accuracy. For example, the retailer’s advertising system would require aisle-level or meter-level accuracy in tracking a shopper to infer customer’s dwelling time at a certain aisle. Moreover, the advertising should be able to reflect the customer’s position change fast, because people usually stay at, or walk by, a specific shelf in just a few seconds.

Some sensor-based indoor tracking metrics are invented, such as Wi-Fi localization [14, 51], Bluetooth localization [59, 84], stereo cameras [22, 26, 38, 80], and thermal sensors [28]. However, such approaches are either expensive in hardware cost or inaccurate for retail scenarios. Some commercial solutions [2, 13] send customers the entire store’s information when they enter the store zone. Such promotions are coarse-grained and can hardly trigger customers’ interests.

Recently, live video analytics has become a promising solution for accurate shopper tracking. Companies like Amazon Go [17] and Standard Cognition [11] use close-sourced algorithms to identify customers and track their in-store movement. The opensource community also has proposed many accurate metrics for people (customer) identification and tracking.

For people (re)identification, there are two mainstream approaches: face recognition and body feature classification. Today’s face recognition solutions ([55, 66, 87]) can reach up to 95% of precision on public datasets, thanks to the advance of deep neural networks.
As summarized above, existing indoor localization solutions are not DTW [42] to match the patterns. To enable the real-time matching, DNN. However, the customer's face is not always available in the
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projection and BLE signal processing. Then, TAR devises a probabilistic matching algorithm that based on Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [42] to match the patterns. To enable the real-time matching, TAR applies a moving window to match trace segments and uses the cumulative confidence score to judge the matching result.

Next, assigning the highest-ranked BLE identity to the visual trace is often incorrect. Factors like short visual traces could significantly increase the assignment uncertainty. To solve this problem, TAR uses a linear-assignment-based algorithm to correctly determine the BLE identity. Moreover, instead of focusing on a single trace, TAR looks at all visual-BLE pairs (i.e., a global view) and assigns IDs for all visual traces in a camera.

Third, a single user's visual tracking trace can frequently break upon occlusions. To solve this issue, TAR implements a rule-based scheme to differentiate ambiguous visual tracks during the assignment process and connects broken tracks, regarding each BLE ID.

Finally, it is non-trivial to track people across cameras with different camera positions and angles. Existing works [75, 79, 82, 89] either work offline or require overlapping camera coverage to handle a transition from one camera to the other. However, overlapping coverage is not guaranteed in most shops. To overcome this issue, TAR proposes an adaptive probabilistic model that tracks and identifies shoppers across cameras with little constraint.

We have deployed TAR in an office and a retail store environment, and analyzed TAR’s performance with various settings. Our evaluation results show that the system achieves 90% accuracy, which is 20% better than the state-of-the-art multi-camera people tracking algorithm. Meanwhile, TAR achieves a mean speed of 11 frame-per-second (FPS) for each camera, which enables the live video analytics in practice.

The main contributions of our work are listed below:

- development of TAR, a system for multi-camera shopper tracking and identification (Sec. 3). TAR can be seamlessly integrated with existing surveillance systems, incurring minimal deployment overhead;
- introduction of four key elements to design TAR (Sec. 3);
- a novel vision and mobile device association algorithm with multi-camera support; and
- implementation, deployment, and evaluation of TAR. TAR runs in real-time and achieves over 90% accuracy (Sec. 4).

2 MOTIVATION

Retail trends: While the popularity of e-commerce continues to surge, offline in-store commerce still dominates in today’s market. Studies in [23, 25] show that 91% of the purchases are made in physical shops. In addition, [15] indicates that 82% of the Millennials prefer to shop in brick and mortar stores. As online shopping evolves rapidly, it is crucial for offline shops to change the form and offer better shopping experience. Therefore, it is essential for offline retailers to understand shoppers’ demands for better service given that today’s customers are more informed about the items they want.

The need for shopper tracking and identification: By observing where the shopper is and how long she visits each area, retailers can identify the customer’s shopping interest, and hence, provide a customized shopping experience for each person. For example, many large retail stores (e.g., Nordstrom [5], Family Dollar, Mothercare [6]) are already adopting shopper tracking solutions (e.g., Wi-Fi localization). These retailers then use the gathered data to help implement store layouts, product placements, and product promotions.

Existing solutions: Several companies [35, 72, 80] provide solutions for shopper behavior tracking by primarily using surveillance camera feeds. The solutions include features like shopper counting, the spatial-temporal distribution of customers, and shoppers’ aggregated trajectory. However, they are not capable of understanding per-shopper insight (or identity). Services like Facebook [2, 13] offer targeted advertisement for retail stores. They leverage coarse-grained
location data and the shopper’s online browsing history to identify the store-level information (which store is the customer visiting) and push relevant advertisements. Therefore, such solutions can hardly recognize the shopper’s in-store behavior.

Camera-based tracking with face recognition can be used to infer the shoppers’ indoor activities, but it also introduces several concerns – privacy, availability, and accuracy. First, the face is usually the privacy-sensitive information, and collecting such information might increase user’s privacy concern (or even violation of law). Second, the face in the surveillance camera is sometimes unavailable due to various camera angles and body poses. Moreover, face recognition algorithms are known to be vulnerable to factors like image quality. Finally, face recognition requires the user’s face image to train the model, which adds overhead to shoppers; asking them to submit a good face image and verifying the photo authenticity (e.g., offline ID confirmation) are not easy.

**Our proposed approach:** TAR adopts a vision-based tracking metric but extends it to enable shopper identification with BLE. We exploit the availability of BLE signals from the shopper’s smartphone and combine the signal with vision-based technologies to achieve good tracking accuracy across cameras.

Modern smartphones equip with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) chip, and there are many BLE-based applications and hardware developed. A typical usage of BLE is to act as a beacon, which broadcasts BLE signal at a particular frequency. The beacon can serve as a unique identifier for the device and can be used to estimate the proximity to the receiver [69]. Our approach assumes the availability of BLE signals from shoppers, and this assumption becomes popular via incentive mechanism (e.g., mobile apps for coupons).

Therefore, in addition to our customized vision-based detection and tracking algorithms, we carefully integrate them with BLE proximity information to achieve high accuracy for tracking and identification across cameras.

In designing the system, we aim to achieve the following goals:

- **Accurate:** TAR should outperform the accuracy of existing multi-camera tracking systems. It should also be precise in distinguishing people’s identity.
- **Real-time:** TAR should recognize each customer’s identity in a few seconds since a shopper might be highly mobile across multiple cameras. Meanwhile, TAR should detect the appearance of people with high frame per second (FPS).
- **Practical:** TAR should not need any expensive hardware or complex deployment. It can leverage existing surveillance camera systems and the user’s smartphone.

3 THE DESIGN

This section presents the design of TAR. We begin with an overview of the TAR’s design and the motivating use cases of the design. Then, we explain the detailed components that address technical challenges specific to the retail environment.

3.1 Design Overview

Figure 1 depicts the design of TAR, and it consists of two major parts: 1) mobile Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) library that enables smart devices as BLE beacons in the background, and 2) server backend that collects the real-time BLE signals and video data as well as performs customer tracking and identification. First, we assume customers usually carry their smartphones with a store application installed [34]. The store app equips with TAR’s mobile library that broadcasts BLE signal as a background thread. Note that the BLE protocol is designed with minimum battery overhead [21], and the broadcasting process does not require customer’s intervention. Next, TAR’s server backend includes several hardware and software components. We assume each surveillance camera equips with a BLE receiver for BLE sensing. Both the camera feed and the BLE sensing data are sent to TAR for real-time processing.

TAR is composed of several key components to enable accurate tracking and identification. It has a deep neural network (DNN) based tracking algorithm (Sec. 3.3) to track users with vision trace, and then, incorporates a BLE proximity algorithm to estimate the user’s movement (Sec. 3.4). In addition, TAR adopts a probabilistic matching algorithm based on Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [42] to associate both vision and BLE data and find out the user’s identity (Sec. 3.5). However, external factors such as people occlusion could harm the accuracy of sensed data and relying solely on the matching algorithm usually results in the error. To handle this issue, TAR uses a stepwise matching algorithm based on cumulative confidence score. After that, TAR devises an ID assignment algorithm to determine the correct identity from the global view (Sec. 3.5.2). As the vision-based trace might frequently break, sewing them together is essential to learning user interests. We propose a rule-based scheme to identify ambiguous user traces and properly connect them (Sec. 3.5.3). Finally, the start of the probabilistic matching process will encounter more uncertainty due to the limited trace’s length. Therefore, TAR considers each user’s cross-camera temporal-spatial relationship and carefully initializes its initial confidence level to improve the identification accuracy (Sec. 3.5.4).

3.2 A Use Case

Figure 2 illustrates an example of how TAR works. A grocery store is equipped with two video cameras that cover different aisles, as shown in Figure 2(a). Assume a customer with her smartphone enters the store and the app starts broadcasting BLE signal. The customer is looking for some snacks and finally finds the snack aisle. During her stay, two cameras can capture her trajectory. Briefly, camera-1 (bottom) sees the user at first and senses her BLE signals. Then the store-level information (which store is the customer visiting) and push relevant advertisements. Therefore, such solutions can hardly recognize the shopper’s in-store behavior.

Camera-based tracking with face recognition can be used to infer the shoppers’ indoor activities, but it also introduces several concerns – privacy, availability, and accuracy. First, the face is usually the privacy-sensitive information, and collecting such information might increase user’s privacy concern (or even violation of law). Second, the face in the surveillance camera is sometimes unavailable due to various camera angles and body poses. Moreover, face recognition algorithms are known to be vulnerable to factors like image quality. Finally, face recognition requires the user’s face image to train the model, which adds overhead to shoppers; asking them to submit a good face image and verifying the photo authenticity (e.g., offline ID confirmation) are not easy.
camera-2 region (top), TAR considers various factors including temporal-spatial relationship and visual feature similarity, and then, adjusts the initial confidence score for the customer in the new zone. Then, camera-2 starts its own tracking and identification progress and concludes the customer’s identity (7FD4 in Figure 2(b)). TAR then continuously learns her dwell-time and fine-grained trajectory on each shelf.

In following sections, we detail core components of TAR to realize the features above and other use cases of fine-grained tracking and identification.

3.3 Vision-based Tracking (VT)
We design a novel vision-based tracking metric (VT) that consists of three components: people detection and visual feature extraction, visual object tracking, and physical trajectory estimation.

3.3.1 People Detection and Deep Visual Feature. Recent development in DNN provides us with accurate and fast people detector. It detects people in each frame and marks the detected positions with bounding boxes. Among various proposals, we choose Faster-RCNN [71] as TAR’s people detector because it achieves high accuracy as well as a reasonable speed. We evaluate its performance against other options’ in Sec. 4.

In addition to the detection, TAR extracts and uses the visual feature of the detected bounding box to improve inter-frame people tracking. Briefly, once a person’s bounding box is detected, TAR extracts its visual feature using DNN. The ideal visual feature could accurately classify each person under different people poses and lighting conditions. Recently, DNN-based feature extractors have been proposed and outperform other features (e.g., color histogram, SIFT [64]) regarding the classification accuracy. We have evaluated the state-of-art feature extractors, including CaffeNet, ResNet, VGG16, and GoogleNet [31], and have identified that the convolution neural network (CNN) version of GoogleNet [95] delivers the best performance in the tradeoff of speed and accuracy. After that, we have further trained the model with two large-scale people reidentification datasets together (MARS [93] and DukeReID [54]), with over 1,100,000 images of 1,261 pedestrians.

3.3.2 People Tracking in Consecutive Video Frames. The tracking algorithm in TAR is inspired by DeepSort [88], a state-of-the-art online tracker. In a high level, DeepSort combines each people’s visual feature with a standard Kalman filter, which matches objects based on squared Mahalanobis distance [49]. DeepSort optimizes the matching process by minimizing the cosine distance between deep features. However, it often fails when multiple people collide in a video. The cause is that the size of a detection bounding box, covering colliding people, becomes large, and the deep visual feature calculated from the bounding box cannot accurately represent the person inside.

To overcome this problem, TAR leverages the geometric relationship between objects. When multiple people are close to each other and their bounding boxes have a large intersection-over-union (IOU) ratio, TAR will not differentiate those persons using DNN-generated visual features. Instead, those people’s visual traces will be regarded as “merged” until some people start leaving the group. When the bounding boxes’ IOU values become lower than a certain threshold (set to 0.3), they will be regarded as “departed” and TAR will resume the visual-feature-enabled tracking.

The hybrid metric above also faces some challenges. When two users with similar color clothes come across each other, the matching algorithm sometimes fails because the users’ IDs (or tracking IDs) are switched. To avoid this error, we propose a kinematic verification component for our matching algorithm. The idea is that people’s movement is likely to be constant in a short period. Therefore, we compute the velocity and the relative orientation of each detected object in the current frame, and then compare it to existing tracked objects’ velocity and orientation. This component serves as a verification module that triggers the matching only for objects whose kinematic conditions are similar. TAR avoids the confusion, as the two users above show different velocity and orientation.

The people tracking algorithm in TAR synthesizes the temporal-spatial relationship and visual feature distance to track each person (her ID) accurately. First, it adopts a Kalman filter to predict the moving direction and speed of each person (called, track), and then, predicts tracks’ position in the next frame. In the next frame, TAR computes a distance between the predicted position and each detection box’s position. Second, TAR calculates each bounding box’s intersection area with the last few positions of each track. Larger IOU ratio means higher matching probability. Third, TAR extracts a deep visual feature (see Sec.3.3.1) of the detected object, and then, compares the feature with the track’s. Here, TAR can filter out tracks with the kinematic verification, and then apply all the three matching metrics. Finally, it assigns each detection to a track. If a detection cannot match any track with enough confidence, TAR will search one frame backward to find any matched track. On the other hand, if a track is not matched for a long time (a person moves out of a camera’s view), it is regarded as “missing”, and hence, will be deleted.

3.3.3 Physical Trajectory Estimation. Once finishes the visual tracking, TAR then converts the results to physical trajectories by applying the homography transformation [33]. Specifically, TAR infers people’s physical location by using both visual tracking results and several parameters of the camera. Assuming the surveillance cameras are stationary and well calibrated, TAR can estimate the height and the facing direction of detected objects in world coordinates. Moreover, these cameras can provide information about their current resolution and angle-of-view. With these calibration properties, TAR calculates a projective transformation matrix [33]
that maps each pixel in the frame to the ground location in the world coordinates. As a person (or track) moves, TAR can associate its distance change with a timestamp, yielding physical trajectory.

However, the homography mapping process introduces a unique challenge; it needs to project entire pixels in a detected bounding boxes (bbox) to estimate physical distance, but the bbox size may vary frame by frame. For example, a person’s bbox may cover her entire body in one frame, and then, it might only include an upper body in the next. Moreover, transforming the whole pixels in the bbox imposes an extra burden on computation. To deal with this challenge, TAR chooses a single reference pixel for each detected person, while ensuring spatial consistency of the reference pixel even in changing bbox. Specifically, TAR picks a pixel that is crossing between the bbox and ground, i.e., a person’s feet position. TAR uses this bottom-center pixel of the bbox to represent its reference pixel. One may argue that the bbox’s bottom may not always be a foot position (e.g., when the customers’ lower body is blocked), TAR leverages the fact that a person’s width and height show a ratio around 1:3. With this intuition, TAR checks whether a detected bbox is ”too short” – blocked – and, if so, TAR extends the bottom side of the bbox, based on the ratio. Our evaluation shows that TAR’s physical trajectory estimation achieves less than 10% of an error, even in a crowded area.

3.4 People Tracking with BLE
In addition to VT, TAR relies on BLE proximity to accurately estimate people’s trajectories. We first introduce BLE beacons and then explain TAR’s proximity estimation algorithm.

BLE background. BLE beacon represents a class of BLE devices. It periodically broadcasts its identifier to nearby devices. A typical BLE beacon is powered by a coin cell battery and could have 1–3 years of lifetime. Today’s smartphones support Bluetooth 4.0 protocol so they can operate as a BLE beacon (transmitter). Similarly, any device that supports Bluetooth 4.0 can be used as BLE receiver. TAR’s mobile component enables a customer’s smartphone as a BLE beacon. This component is designed as a library, and other applications (e.g., store app) can easily integrate it and run as a background process.

Proximity Trace Estimation. The BLE proximity trace is estimated by collecting BLE beacons’ time series proximity data. Through our extensive evaluation, we select the proximity algorithm in [16] to estimate the distance from BLE beacon to the receiver. There are two ways to calculate the proximity using BLE Received Signal Strength (RSS): (1) \(d = \exp((E - \text{RSS}) / 10n)\) where \(E\) is transmission power (dBm) and \(n\) is the fading coefficient; (2) The beacon’s transmission power \(ts\) defines the expected RSS for a receiver that is one meter away from the beacon. We denote the actual RSS as \(rs\). Then we get \(rt = \frac{rs}{ts}\). The distance can be estimated with \(rt < 1.0\) ? \(rt^{10}: c_1rt^{c_2} + c_3\), in which \(c_1\), \(c_2\) and \(c_3\) are coefficients from data regression. We implement both algorithms and compare their performance on the collected data. We find the second option is more sensitive to movement and therefore reflects the movement pattern more timely and accurately.

In practice, these coefficients depend on the receiver device manufacturers. For example, Nexus 4 and Nexus 5 use same Bluetooth chip from LG, so they have the same parameters. In TAR, we have full knowledge of our receivers, so we regress our coefficients accordingly. Since TAR also controls the beacon side, the transmission power of each beacon is known to TAR. Notice that the BLE RSS reading is inherently erroneous, so we apply the RSS noise filtering strategy similar to [44] for the original signal and then calculate the current \(rs\) with the above formula. TAR takes the time series of BLE proximity as the BLE trace for each device and its owner. We assume each customer has one device with TAR installed, while the case that one user carries multiple devices or other people’s device is left for the future work.

3.5 Real-time Identity Matching
The key to learning the user’s interest and pushing ads is accurate user tracking and identification. By tracking the customer, we know where she visits and what she’s interested in. By identifying the user, we know who she is and whom to send the promotion. In practice, it is unnecessary to know the user’s real identity. Instead, recognizing the smart devices carried by users achieves the same goal. We find the BLE universally unique ID (UUID) can serve as the identifier for the device. If we associate the BLE UUID to the visually tracked user, we will successfully identify her and learn her specific interest by looking back at her trajectories. On the other hand, we notice that for a particular user, her BLE proximity trace usually correlates with her physical movement trajectory and her visual movement. Figure 3 shows the example traces of a customer and the illustration of the BLE proximity and the physical distance. Therefore, TAR aims to associate the user’s visually tracked trace to the sensed BLE proximity trace. Inspired by the observation above, We propose a similarity-based association algorithm with movement pattern matching for TAR.

3.5.1 Stepwise Trace Matching. In the matching step, we first need to decide how the traces should be matched. We notice that the BLE proximity traces are usually continuous, but the visual tracks could easily break, especially in occlusion. With this observation, we use visual tracking trace to match BLE proximity traces. The BLE trace continuity, on the other hand, can help correct the real-time visual tracking. To match the time series data, we devised our algorithm based on Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). DTW matches each sample in one pattern to another using dynamic programming. If the two patterns change together, their matched sample points will have a shorter distance, and vice versa. Therefore, shorter DTW distance means higher similarity between two traces. Based on the DTW distance, we define confidence score to quantify the similarity. Mathematically, assume \(dt_{ij}\) is the DTW distance between visual track \(v_i\) and BLE proximity trace \(b_j\), the confidence score is \(f_{ij} = \exp(-\frac{dt_{ij}}{100})\).
DTW is a category of algorithms for aligning and measuring the similarity between two time series. There are three challenges to apply DTW to synchronize the BLE proximity and visual traces. First, DTW normally processes the two traces offline. However, both traces are extending continuously in real-time in TAR. Second, DTW relies on computing a two-dimensional warping cost matrix which has size increasing quadratically with the number of samples. Considering the BLE data’s high frequency and nearly 10 FPS video processing speed, the computation overhead can increase dramatically over time. Finally, DTW calculates the path with absolute values in two sequences, but the physical movement estimated from the BLE proximity and the vision-based tracking trace are inconsistent and inherently erroneous. Computing DTW directly on their absolute values will cause adverse effects in matching.

First, to deal with the negative effect of absolute value input, TAR adopts the data differential strategy similar to [44, 81]. We filter out the high-frequency points in the trace and calculate the differential of current data point by subtracting the prior with time divided. Through this operation, either data sequence is independent of the absolute value and can be compared directly.

Second, a straightforward way to reduce the computation overhead is to minimize the input data size. TAR follows this path and designs a moving window algorithm to perform the input for DTW. More concretely, we set a sliding window of three seconds and update the windowed data every second. We choose this window size for the balance between latency and accuracy. If the window is too short, the BLE trace and visual trace will be too short to be correctly matched. If the window is too long, we may miss some short tracks. As the window moves, TAR performs the matching process in real-time, thus solving the DTW offline issue. The window triggers the computation once the current time window is updated. Although we get the confidence score with window basis, connecting the matching windows for a specific visual track remains an issue. For example, a visual track $v_i$ has a higher confidence to match BLE ID-1 at window 1, but BLE ID-2 at window 2. To deal with this, TAR uses cumulative confidence score to connect the windows for the visual track. TAR accumulates the confidence scores for consecutive windows of a visual trace and uses the cumulated confidence score as the current confidence score for ID assignment.

We use Figure 4 as one example to demonstrate the algorithm. In this case, a customer’s moving trace is shown on the top of Figure 4(a). Due to the aisle occlusion and pose change, our vision tracking algorithm obtains two visual tracks for him. Figure 4(b) shows the sensed BLE proximity during this period. TAR tries to match the visual tracked trace to one of those BLE proximity traces. Figure 4(c) shows the calculation process of DTW for a visual track and a BLE proximity trace, where the path goes almost diagonal. To illustrate our confidence score calculation process, we show the computation process for this example in Figure 4(d). The x-axis shows the time, left y-axis shows the DTW score (solid lines) for each moving window, while the right y-axis shows the cumulative confidence score (dotted lines). We can see that BLE trace 2 has better confidence score at the beginning, but falls behind the correct BLE trace 1 after four seconds.

### Table 1—ID-matching matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Track</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>$P_{a1}$</td>
<td>$P_{a2}$</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>$P_{b1}$</td>
<td>$P_{b2}$</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>$P_{c1}$</td>
<td>$P_{c2}$</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5.2 Identity Assignment. To identify the user, TAR needs to match the BLE proximity trace to the correct visual track. Ideally, for each trace, the best cumulative confidence score decides the correct matching. However, there are two problems. First, as stated earlier, BLE proximity estimation is not accurate enough to differentiate some users. In practice, we sometimes see two BLE proximity traces are too similar to assign them to one user confidently. Second, visual tracks break easily in challenging scenarios, which often results in short tracks. For example, the visual track of the user in Figure 4(a) breaks in the middle, leading to two separate track traces. Although the deep feature similarity can help in some scenarios, it fails when the view angle or body pose changes. As TAR intends to learn the user interest, there needs a way to connect these intermittent visual track traces.

**ID Assignment.** To tackle the first challenge, TAR proposes a global ID assignment algorithm based on linear assignment [61]. TAR computes the confidence score for every track-BLE pair. At any time for one camera, all the visible tracks and their candidate BLE IDs will form a matrix called ID-matching matrix, where row $i$ stands for track $i$ and column $j$ is for BLE ID $j$. The element $(i, j)$ of the matrix is $Prob(BLE_{ij})$. Table 1 shows the matrix structure. Note that each
candidate ID only belongs to some of the tracks, so its matching probability is zero with other tracks.

When the matrix is ready, TAR will assign one BLE ID for the track in each row. The goal of the assignment is to maximize the total sum of confidence score. We use Hungarian algorithm [63] to solve the assignment problem in polynomial time. The assigned ID will be treated as the track’s identity in the current time slot. As visual tracks and BLE proximity traces change with the time window (Sec. 3.5.1), TAR will update the assignment with updated matrix accordingly. If a track is not updated in the current window, it will be temporarily removed from the matrix as well as its candidate. When a track stops updating for a long time (> 20 sec), the system will treat the track as "terminated" and archives the last BLE ID assigned to the track.

3.5.3 Visual Track Sewing. The identity matching process is still insufficient for identity tracking in practice: the vision-based tracking technique is so vulnerable that one person’s vision track may break into multiple segments. For example, upon a long period of occlusion, one person’s trajectory in the camera may be split into several short tracks (see Figure 4(a)). Another case is that the customer may appear for a very short time in the camera (enters the view and quickly leaves). These short traces make the ID assignment result ambiguous as the physical distance pattern can be similar to many BLE proximity traces in that short period.

TAR proposes a two-way strategy to handle this. First, TAR tries to recognize the “ambiguous” visual track in real-time. In our design, a track will be considered as “ambiguous” when it meets either of the two rules: 1) its duration has not reached three seconds; 2) its confidence score distinction among candidate BLE IDs is vague. Explicitly, the two candidates are considered similar when the rank of the second candidate ID is more than ≥ 80% of the rank of the first candidate ID.

When there is an ambiguous track in assignment, TAR will first consider if the track belongs to an inactive track due to the occlusion. To verify this, TAR will search the inactive local tracks (not matched in the current window but is active within 20 seconds) and check if their assigned IDs are also top-ranked candidate IDs of the ambiguous track. If TAR cannot find such inactive tracks, that means the current track has no connection with previous tracks so the current one will be treated as a regular track to be identified with ID assignment process.

When a qualified inactive track is found, TAR will check if the two tracks have spatial conflict. The spatial conflict means the two temporally-neighbor segments locate far from each other. For example, with the same assigned BLE ID, one track \( v_1 \) ends at position \( P_1 \) and the next track \( v_2 \) starts at position \( P_2 \). Suppose the gap time between two tracks is \( t \), and the average moving speed of \( T_1 \) is \( v \). In TAR, \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) will have a spatial conflict if \( |P_1 - P_2| > 5v \cdot t \). The intuition behind is that a person cannot travel too fast from one place to another.

With the conflict check finished, TAR connects the inactive track with the ambiguous track. The trace during the gap time between two tracks is automatically fulfilled with the average speed. The system assumes that the people moves from the first track’s endpoint to the second track’s starting point with constant velocity during the occlusion. Then the combined track will replace the ambiguous track in the assignment matrix. After linear assignment, TAR will check if the combined track receives the same ID that is previously assigned to the inactive track. If yes, this means the track combination is successful and the ambiguous track is the extension of the inactive track. Otherwise, TAR will try to combine the ambiguous track with other qualified inactive tracks until successful ID assignment. If no combination wins, the ambiguous track will be treated as a regular track for the ID assignment process.

3.5.4 Multi-camera Calibration. In the discussion above, one problem with the matching process for the single camera is that the confidence score could be inaccurate when the tracks are short. This is due to limited amount of visual track data and the big size of candidate BLE IDs. For each visual track, we should try to minimize the number of its candidate BLE IDs. It is necessary because more candidates not only increase the processing time but also decrease the ID assignment accuracy. Therefore, TAR proposes Cross-camera ID Selection (CIS) to prepare the list of valid BLE IDs for each camera.

The task of CIS is to determine which BLE ID is currently visible in each camera. First, we observe that 15 meter is usually the maximum distance from the camera to a detectable device. Therefore TAR will ignore beacons with BLE proximity larger than 15 meters. However, the 15-meter scope can still cover more than 20 IDs in real scenarios. The reason is that the BLE receiver senses devices in all directions while the camera has fixed view angle. Therefore, some non-line-of-sight beacon IDs can pass the proximity filter. For example, two cameras are mounted on the two sides of a shelf (which is common in real shops). They will sense very similar BLE proximity to nearby customers while a customer can only show up in one of them.

To solve the problem, TAR leverages the positions of the camera and the shop’s floorplan to abstract the camera connectivity into an undirected graph. In the graph, a vertex represents a camera, and an edge means customers can travel from one camera to another. Figure 5(a) shows a sample topology where there are four cameras covering all possible paths within the area. A customer ID must be sensed hop-by-hop. With this knowledge, TAR filters ID candidates with the following rules: 1) At any time, the same person’s track cannot show up in different cameras if the cameras do not have the overlapping view. In this case, if an ID is already associated with a track in one camera with high confidence, it cannot be used as a candidate in other cameras (Figure 5(b)). 2) A customer’s graph trajectory cannot “skip” node. For example, an unknown customer sensed by cam-2 must have shown up in cam-1 or cam-3, because cam-2 locates in the middle of the path from cam-1 to cam-3, and there’s no other available path (Figure 5(c)). 3) The travel time between two neighbor cameras cannot be too short. We set the lower bound of travel time as 1 second (Figure 5(d)).

CIS runs as a separate thread on the TAR server. In every moving window, it collects all cameras’ BLE proximity traces and visual tracks. CIS checks each BLE ID in the camera’s candidate list and removes the ID if it violates any of the rules above. The filtered ID list will be sent back to each camera module for ID assignment.

4 EVALUATION

In this section, we describe how TAR works in the real scenario and evaluate each of its components.
4.1 Methodology and Metrics

TAR Implementation. Our implementation of TAR contains three parts: the BLE broadcasting and sensing, the live video detection, and tracking and the identity matching.

BLE broadcasting is designed as a mobile library supporting both iOS and Android. TAR implements the broadcasting library with the CoreBluetooth framework on iOS [7] and AltBeacon [16] on Android. The BLE RSS sensing module sits in the backend. In our experiments, we use Nexus 6 and iPhone 6 for BLE signal receiving. The Bluetooth data is pushed from the devices to the server through TCP socket. In TAR, we set both the broadcasting and sensing frequency at 10 Hz.

The visual tracking module (VT) consists of a DNN-based people detector and a DNN feature extractor. One VT processes the video from one camera. TAR uses the Tensorflow version of Faster-RCNN [48, 71] as people detector and our modified GoogleNet [31] as the deep feature extractor. We train the Faster-RCNN model with VOC image dataset [52] and train the GoogleNet with two pedestrian datasets: Market-1501 [94] and DukeMTMC [96]. The detector returns a list of bounding boxes (bbox), which are fed to the feature extractor. The extractor outputs 512-dim feature vector for each bbox. We choose FastDTW [76] for DTW algorithm and its code can be downloaded from [3].

Since each VT needs to run two DNNs simultaneously, we cannot support multiple VTs on single GPU. To ensure performance, we dedicate one GPU for each VT instance in TAR, while leaving further scalability optimization to the future works. The tracking algorithm and identity matching algorithm is implemented with Python and C++. To ensure real-time process, all modules run in parallel through multi-threading.

Our server equips with Intel Xeon E5-2610 v2 CPU and Nvidia Titan Xp GPU. In the runtime, TAR occupies 5.3GB of GPU memory and processes video at around 11FPS. Double VT instances on one GPU will not overflow the memory but will reduce the FPS by around half.

As cross-camera tracking and identification require collaboration among different cameras, TAR shares the data by having one machine as the master server and running Redis cache. Then each VT machine can access the cache to upload its local BLE proximity and tracking data. The server runs cross-camera ID selection with the cached data and writes filtered ID list to each VT’s Redis space.

TAR Experiment Setup. We evaluate TAR’s performance by deploying the system in two different environments: an office building (Figure 6(a)) and a retail store (Figure 6(b)). We use Reolink IP camera (RLC-410S) in our setup. The test area for the office deployment is $50m \times 30m$ with the average path width of 3.5m, while the retail store is $20m \times 30m$.

We deploy six cameras in the office building as shown in the layout, and three cameras in the retail store. All the cameras are mounted at about 3m height, pointing 20°-30° down to the sidewalk. There are 20 different participants involved in the test, 12 in office deployment and 8 in retail store deployment. Besides the recruited volunteers, TAR also records other pedestrians and it captures up to 27 people simultaneously in the cameras. Each participant has TAR installed in their devices and walks around randomly based on their interest. To quantify the TAR performance, we record all the trace data in two deployment scenarios for later comparison. We’ve collected around 1-hour data for each deployment, including 30GB video data and 10MB BLE RSS logs. Fig.7 shows the same person’s appearance in different cameras. We can see that some snapshots are dark and blurry, which makes it hard to identify people only with vision approach.

For cross-camera tracking and identification, we mainly use IDF1 Score [73], a standard metric to evaluate the performance of multi-camera tracking system. IDF1 is the ratio of correctly identified detections over the average number of ground-truth, which equals (Correctly identified people in all frames) / (All identified people in all frames). For example, if one camera records three people A, B, and C. If an algorithm returns two traces: one on A with ID=A, and another on C with ID=B. In this case, we only have one person correctly detected, so the IDF1=33%.

4.2 TAR Runtime

Before discussing our trace-based evaluation, we show the benefits of TAR’s matching algorithm and optimization in the runtime.
We first show TAR’s ID assignment process. In the beginning, with only detection and bbox tracking, we cannot tell the user identity. We consider the user movement estimated from the visual track and the BLE proximity traces and then apply our stepwise matching algorithm. After that, we use our ID assignment algorithm to report the user’s possible identity. Although the user’s identity is not correct at first, the real identity emerges as time window moves. This proves the effectiveness of our identity matching algorithm.

We also demonstrate how TAR’s track sewing works in runtime. As the first part of the video shows, the user is correctly identified. In this trace, one user (orange bbox) walks from camera 2 to camera 4. Meanwhile, there are around 7 BLE IDs sensed. With the user enters camera 4, TAR uses temporal-spatial relationship and deep feature distance to filter out unqualified BLE IDs, and then assigns the highest-ranked identity to the user. As shown in camera 4’s screenshot, the user is correctly identified.

4.3 TAR Performance

4.3.1 Comparing with Existing Multi-cam Tracking Strategies. Figure 9(a) shows the accuracy of TAR. The y-axis represents IDF1 accuracy. As a comparison, we also evaluate the IDF1 of existing state-of-the-art algorithms from vision community:

1) MCT+ReID: We use the work from DeepCC [75], an open-sourced algorithm that reaches top accuracy in MOT Multi-Camera Tracking Challenge [8]. The solution uses DNN-generated visual features for people re-identification (ReID) and uses single-camera tracking and cross-camera association algorithms for identity tracking. The single-camera part of DeepCC runs a multi-cut algorithm for detections in recent frames and calculates best traces to minimize the assignment cost. For cross-camera identification, it not only considers visual feature similarity but also estimates the movement trajectory of each person in the camera topology to associate two tracks, which has the similar idea of TAR in cross-camera ID selection.

2) MCT-Only: We also tested MCMT [73], the previous work of DeepCC [75], which shares similar logic for tracking as DeepCC (both single-camera and multi-camera) but does not have DNN for people re-identification.

3) ReID-Only: We directly run DeepCC’s DNN to extract each people’s visual feature in each frame and classify each person to be one of the registered users. This will show the accuracy of tracking with re-identification only.

**Analysis:** We can see that TAR outperforms existing best offline algorithm (MCT+ReID) by 20%. Therefore, we analyze the failures in both TAR and MCT+ReID to understand why TAR gains much higher accuracy. There are two types of failures: erroneous single-camera tracking and wrong re-identification. Note that the re-identification is BLE-vision matching in TAR’s case.

As Figure 9(b) shows, the two failures have the similar contribution in TAR. In the vision-only scenario, most errors are from the re-identification process. We further break down the re-identification failures for MCT+ReID into three types: (1) multi-camera error: a person is constantly recognized as someone else in the cameras after his first appearance; (2) single-camera error: a customer is falsely identified in one camera; (3) part-of-track error: a person is wrongly recognized for part of her track in one camera. From Figure 9(b), we can see that more than half of the ReID problems are cross-camera type, which is due to the MCT module that optimizes identity assignment across cameras - if a person is assigned an ID, she will have a higher probability to get the same ID in following traces.

The root cause of the vision-based identification failure is the imperfect visual feature, which cannot accurately distinguish one person from another in some scenarios. From our observation, there are three cases that the feature extractor may easily fail: (1) blurry image; (2) partial occlusion; (3) similar appearance. Figure 9(c) demonstrates each failure case where two persons are recognized as the same customer by TAR. The figure also shows the percentage of all failure cases in the test results. We can see that the blurry and low contrast figures lead to near half of errors and the other two types account for about 40% of the failed cases.

4.3.2 Importance of Different Components in TAR. Next, we analyze each component used in TAR.

**People Detection.** The people detector may fail in two ways: false positive, which recognizes a non-person object as a people, and false negative, which fails to recognize a real person. For false positives, TAR could filter them out in the vision-BLE matching process. For false negatives, people occluded larger than > 80% of their bodies usually will be hardly detected by the detection model. Such false negative cases can be handled by TAR’s tracking algorithm and track sewing metric, which will also be evaluated. We evaluate the performance of current state-of-the-art open-sourced people detectors using our dataset and the results are shown in Figure 11. Besides Faster-RCNN (used by TAR), we also test Mask-RCNN [56], YOLO-9000 [70], and OpenPose [43]. We can see that YOLO and OpenPose have lower accuracy although they are fast. In contrast, Mask-RCNN is very accurate but works too slow to meet TAR’s requirement.

**Trace matching.** DTW plays the key role in matching BLE traces to vision traces. Therefore, we should understand its effectiveness...
Visual Tracking. Visual tracking is crucial for estimating visual traces. As TAR develops its visual-tracking algorithm based on DeepSORT [88], we want to see TAR’s performance improvement compared with existing state-of-the-art tracking algorithms. Towards this end, we replace our visual tracking algorithm with DeepSORT and LMP [85], which achieves best tracking accuracy in MOT16 challenge. LMP uses DNN for people re-identification like DeepSORT and it works offline so it can leverage posteriori knowledge of people’s movement and use lifted multi-cut algorithm to assign traces globally.

We calculate the IDF1 percentage of each choice in Figure 10. We can see from the first group of bars that TAR’s visual tracking algorithm clearly outperforms DeepSORT by 10%. This is because TAR’s visual tracking algorithm considers several optimizations like kinematic verification, thus reduces ID switches. Moreover, TAR performs similarly with that with LMP as the tracker, which shows that our online tracking metric is comparable to the current state-of-the-art offline solution. LMP is not feasible for TAR since it works offline and slowly (0.5FPS) while our usage scenario needs real-time processing.

Table 2—Accuracy (ratio of correct matches) of different trace similarity metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity Metric</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DTW (used in TAR)</td>
<td>95.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euclidean Distance</td>
<td>88.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosine Distance</td>
<td>84.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>66.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spearman Correlation</td>
<td>72.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We compare the following modules’ performance by taking away each of them from TAR and show the system accuracy change in Figure 12.

ID Assignment. An alternative solution for our ID assignment algorithm is to always choose the best (top-1) confident candidate for each track. Thus, we compare our ID assignment to the top-1 scheme and show the result in the second group of Figure 12. We can see that the top-1 scheme is almost 20% worse than TAR. The reason is that the top-1 assignment usually has the conflict error, where different visual tracks get assigned to the same ID. TAR, on the other hand, ensures the one-on-one matching, which reduces such conflicts.

Track Sewing. If we remove the track sewing optimization, a person’s fragmented tracks will need much longer time to be recognized, and some of them may be matched to wrong BLE IDs. Figure 12’s third group proves this point. Removing track sewing drops the accuracy for nearly 25% in the retail store dataset, which has frequent
occlusion. In the evaluation, we find the average number of distinct tracks of the same person is 1.8, and the maximum number is 5.

**BLE Proximity.** Incorporating BLE proximity is the fundamental part to help track and identify users. To quantify the effectiveness of BLE proximity, we calculate the accuracy with BLE matching components removed and TAR only relies on the cross-camera association and deep visual features to identify and track each user. Figure 12’s fourth group shows that the accuracy drops by 35% at most without BLE’s help.

**Deep Feature.** The deep feature is one of the core improvements in the visual tracking algorithm. Figure 12’s fifth group shows that the accuracy drops nearly 30% because removing the deep feature will cause high-frequency ID switches in tracking. In this case, it is hard to compensate the errors even with our other optimizations.

**Cross Camera Calibration.** Our cross-camera calibration metric contains temporal-spatial relationship and deep feature similarity across cameras. To understand the impact of this optimization, we remove the component and evaluate TAR with the same dataset. Figure 12’s most right group shows a 10% accuracy drop. Without cross camera calibration, we find that the matching algorithm struggles to differentiate BLE proximity traces. In some cases, these traces demonstrate similar pattern when they move around. For example, in the retail scenario, TAR tries to recognize one user seen in camera-1 and she’s leaving the store. Meanwhile, another user is also moving out but with a different direction seen in camera-2. In this case, their BLE proximity traces are hard to distinguish only with camera-1’s information.

4.3.3 **Robustness.** Robustness is essential for any surveillance or tracking system because some part of the system might fail, e.g., one or more cameras or BLE receivers stop working. This could happen in many situations due to battery outage, camera damaged, or the lighting condition is bad. Therefore, how will those failures affect the overall performance? We focus on the system accuracy under node failures. Figure 13 shows the performance change of TAR when failure happens. Note that either the BLE failure or the video failure will cause the node failure because TAR needs both information for customer tracking. Therefore, we remove the affected nodes randomly from TAR’s network to simulate the runtime failure. Figure 13 shows node failures and performance downgrades with the portion of failed nodes. We can see that TAR can still keep more than 80% accuracy with half of the nodes down. The system is robust because each healthy node could identify and track the customer by itself. The only loss from the failed node is the cross-camera part, which uses the temporal-spatial relationship to filter out invalid BLE IDs.

We also evaluate the relationship between the number of concurrent tracked people and the tracking accuracy (shown in Figure 14). As the result shows, TAR accuracy drops as more people being tracked. The accuracy becomes stable around 85% with 20 or more people. This is because that there is no "new" trace pattern since all possible paths in each camera view are fully occupied. Therefore, adding more people will not cause more uncertainty in trace matching.
5 RELATED WORK

**Mobile Coupon Deliveries** Sending location-aware Ads/coupons to mobile devices has become a critical strategy for retailers [1]. Many startups [20, 29, 32, 36, 37] have been working on improving the shopping experience with mobile coupons. Among them, Urban Airship [37] is closest to TAR. It uses "point-to-radius" coordinates or indoor locations based on Wi-Fi triangulation to locate user nearby. However, Wi-Fi and other indoor localization methods require a new set of infrastructure and cannot guarantee the accuracy because they are based on proximity only. On the other hand, TAR requires little modification to existing infrastructure while providing accurate user relative position.

**Indoor localization** There have been plenty of works for indoor localization. Researchers have been using various devices and environmental landmarks to enhance the indoor localization accuracy [58, 62, 65, 91, 97]. Many of these designs require additional infrastructure to achieve reasonable accuracy. However, relying on indoor localization to learn user interest and send ads have two significant problems. First, most indoor localization requires a dedicated set of infrastructure. Second, indoor localization aims to help the users that actively use the device to find their location. Moreover, current indoor localization schemes are vulnerable to sophisticated indoor environments. Different from the indoor localization mechanisms, TAR does not require a separate infrastructure other than those existing surveillance cameras. It works in a passive way that users do not need use devices actively; instead, users will only get notified when TAR decides their shopping interests.

**Tracking Technologies** There are many tracking technologies available for people tracking. [22, 26, 38, 80] use stereo video system which utilizes camera pairs to sense 3D information of surroundings. However, the equipment is usually costly and hard to deploy. [28] uses thermal sensors to sense the existence and position of people, but its tracking accuracy can also be affected by occlusion, which makes it hard to distinguish people number. [19] uses laser and structured light to accurately infer the shape of people (usually in center-meter level), which makes them the most accurate solution for people counting. However, the short scanning range prevents the solution from continuous people tracking so other supporting solutions like cameras are needed. On the other hand, Euclid Analytics [51] and Cisco Meraki [14] have been relying on Wi-Fi MAC Address to track the customer entry and exiting the stores. However, this technology requires activation of customer Wi-Fi and suffers from location accuracy. Swirl [84] and InMarket [59] use BLE beacons to count customers, but the proximity-based approach is far from the accuracy required to track shoppers. [60] combines vision tracking with dead reckoning, which uses smartphone IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) to estimate the user’s walking speed and direction, for better user tracking accuracy. It works offline and only works on single-camera tracking. Different from the above approaches, TAR combines both vision and BLE proximity for not only tracking shoppers in large scale but also identifying shoppers.

**Vision Based Tracking.** Recent advances in object detection like Faster-RCNN [71], YOLO [70], and Mask-RCNN [56] have enabled accurate online detection. Therefore, tracking by detection has emerged as the leading strategy for multiple object tracking. Prior works use the global optimization that processes the entire video batches to find object trajectories. For example, three popular frameworks, network flow formulations [50, 77, 78], probabilistic graphical models [45, 57, 85] and large temporal windows (e.g. [74, 83, 90]) have been popular among them. However, due to the nature of batch processing, they are not applicable for real-time processing where no future information is available.

Recent online tracking algorithms [39, 53, 67, 88] track multiple people by matching targets in the current frame to the ones in the previous frame using their DNN-generated visual features. The algorithm works well for high-quality video as deep features are more distinguishable. For the video with low light, the visual features become hard to distinguish and the performance degrades significantly. Among the above approaches, we chose to build our tracking algorithm above DeepSORT [88] because it reaches top accuracy and works fast (> 15FPS), which is crucial for TAR scenario. Different from DeepSORT, TAR takes several optimizations mentioned in Sec.3.3 to increase the robustness against detection false negatives and occlusions.

**Multi-Camera Tracking.** There are some algorithms [41, 68, 82, 89] for multi-camera object tracking by knowing the positions, the directions, and internal parameters of all cameras. They also require the camera views to overlap. However, for most shops, the scene-overlapping condition is not satisfied. In contrast, TAR does not have these requirements. It utilizes various context information as well as Bluetooth signal to re-identify the objects across cameras. Some multi-camera works are designed for non-overlapping cases. Such systems [46, 75, 79, 86] leverage the visual and spatial-temporal similarity between tracks of different camera views to find the best global matching with minimum cost. However, such systems need global trajectories for best tracking accuracy, which is infeasible for online tracking. Moreover, their algorithms’ accuracy entirely relies on accurate individual tracking information, i.e., people trajectories, and thereby will be affected by unreliable trackers, which are common in dense occlusion and crowded scenes.

6 CONCLUSION

We have presented TAR, a system that utilizes existing surveillance cameras and ubiquitous BLE signals to precisely identify and track shoppers and enable targeted advertising for retail stores. In TAR, we have first designed a single-camera tracking algorithm that accurately tracks people, and then extended it to the multi-camera scenario to recognize people across distributed cameras. TAR leverages BLE proximity information, cross-camera movement patterns, and single-camera tracking algorithm to achieve high accuracy of multi-camera multi-person tracking and identification. We have implemented and deployed TAR in two realistic retail-shop settings, and then conduct extensive experiments with more than 20 people. Our evaluation results demonstrated that TAR delivers high accuracy (90%) and serves as a practical solution for people tracking and identification.
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